
The Art Candy Machine; Photo courtesy of Stephanie GirardStocking a Tasty Art Candy MachineWritten by Genie DavisCandy is dandy, but The Art Candy Machine, conceived by artist and curator Stefanie Girard, is
even sweeter. Born of a combination of inspirations, Girard says â€œI saw an episode of Conan in Japan where he showed a whole street of vending machines that had virtually everythingÂ availableÂ for sale, including
boxes of cookies wrapped in poetryâ€¦a vending machine could be adapted to sell anything.â€• While noting that she isnâ€™t the only one with this sweet art vending idea, she describes conceiving her own machine as a
â€œsafe way for artists to sell art outside, and for shoppers to enjoy a fun experience while socially distancing.â€•Currently, the machine has 20 spots for art in four different sizes, from playing card to post-it size, from
note card to post card size. All the work is original and ranges from oil, acrylic, and watercolor paintings to photography, mixed media, and jewelry, Girard says. She has some of her own artwork in the machine, too. â€œI
did acrylic paintings on recycled vintage floppy disks along with some collage mixed-media pieces. I used the opportunity to experiment with working tiny.â€•Both local and distance artists have contributed, with some
creating multiple collections on a variety of surfaces and mediums, she says. â€œSo far there have been 20 artists featured and new ones all the time.&nbsp; Since the art sells out, I can feature new&nbsp;art as it is
submitted.â€•Art turn around speeds vary among participants. â€œSome artists are instantly like â€˜I&#8217;m in!â€™ and have a fast process and can make 12 pieces of art easily. Some need to think a bit about how
to create 12 small works. They all think of it as a fun challenge and really get into it &#8211; even more when their&nbsp;art sells out.â€•&nbsp;According to Girard, â€œNot only do they get to sell their work in
the&nbsp;Art Candy Machine, I feature it across social media, and we have sold quite a few from these posts. As a former social media marketer, I am helping some artists get their own social media more active and
diverse.â€• That assistance has helped motivate artist participation, she says.As to art patrons, she says â€œVisitors to the machine are captivated by the concept and get hooked. They often come by as new art is
always featured.&nbsp;One art patron described it as â€˜the Claw for dummies.â€™ Two artists made packaging that was opaque, so what you purchased was a surprise.â€•Located in her driveway in Burbank, the Art
Candy Machine is popular, Girard explains. â€œI have both â€˜regulars,â€™ that make it a daily/weekly destinationâ€¦and newcomers that think it&#8217;s cool and come back prepared with their cash.â€• The machine
takes $1 and $5 denominations. Each piece is $5; 100% of the proceeds go to the artist.&nbsp;To date, 275 pieces have sold.Her home-based location is a good one, she reports. â€œI live in a fun neighborhood, on the
corner of Oak and Fairview, where there are lots of people that walk their&nbsp;dogs and take their&nbsp;kids out for strolls. Theyâ€™ve told me how much they love the gallery and the Art Candy Machine.â€• She adds
â€œI want artists to know how much fun it is to make mini pieces of their work and to have it featured in a mini gallery and sell it.â€• As to collectors, she calls the machine â€œa great destination where they can safely
buy and instantly build a collection of original&nbsp;art &#8212; and make an artist&#8217;s day while doing it.â€•Girard says her own work is informed by the power of words and quotes, and describes her art as
combining words, fonts, images and materials in â€œthe most ironic and unexpected ways possible to create something that is both aesthetically pleasing and meaningful.â€• Sheâ€™s also created large modular mixed
media installations. â€œThe best compliment I can receive is for the viewer to have a laugh- out-loud or â€˜ah-haâ€™ moment of getting the joke or juxtaposition.â€•After the pandemic shutdown, she began her other
current project, the Burbank Neighborhood Gallery, launching the Art Candy Machine shortly thereafter. The gallery is comprised of outdoor space. â€œI have a fence that I put empty plastic pockets on saying â€˜Your Art
Here.â€™ It filled up to feature over 100 pieces of art, and several pieces have sold. I really believed&nbsp;both artists and art collectors needed it. I also figured we are in this for 18 months, and I needed something to do
during this time.â€•She calls both The Art Candy Machine and Burbank Neighborhood Gallery â€˜real transitionsâ€™ in her art creation.&nbsp;As a producer for how-to shows on HGTV and DIY, Girard has also served
as Programs Chair of both the Burbank Art Association and Glendale Art Association. â€œBooking guests for Art Associations is very similar to booking guests for TV shows,â€• she laughs. She began her career as a set
decorator, and sheâ€™s also written craft books such as Sweater Surgery; Girard is also the Recycled Editor at CraftGossip.com. Her first foray into neighborhood experiences was creating a Little Free Library out of
recycled&nbsp;materials. All of her experience has led her here, she relates, to the tasty Art Candy Machine. Along with participating in-person, viewers can visit her popular blog, The Art Candy Machine for a look at
some very delicious, if diminutive, art.David Eddington and Da Aie Park, Being: two metaphors, Shatto Gallery; Photo credit Shana Nys DambrotBeing: two metaphorsShatto Gallery, Koreatownthrough December
20Written by Shana Nys DambrotIn this self-assigned pairing of two painters with idiomatically divergent styles, the works themselves are not collaborative, but the concept and expressivity of the exhibition is
choreographed and executed as an intentional conversation. Between David Eddingtonâ€™s art historical citations across densely detailed, surrealistic scenarios and Da Aie Parkâ€™s reductive, saturated,
process-oriented color fields there may seem to be a chasm, but in their engaging discourse one finds instead bridges that highlight the most significant, telling aspects, each one of the other.Parkâ€™s abstract squares
radiate pure luminous color, containing an organic smattering of varied textures and fractal forms in their surfaces. Generated with a labor-intensive but also meditative and expressive pigmentation process of layering,
removing, layering, removing, and so on, the closer one approaches the works, the more such details, half-buried color schemes, and phenomenological traces assert themselves. At their edges each work settles into its
striations like a ringed aura. In oceanic blues, pooling chartreuse, dusty fuchsia, oxblood, violet, teal, mango, sunflower and saffron, the works are both separate from and bear the indelible impressions of the artistâ€™s
hand.Eddington is a fundamentally figurative painter, though his constructed scenarios and fluctuating pictorial spaces flow in and out of abstraction frequently, without warning, in moments large and small that disrupt but
ultimately support the logic of his pictures. An undulating wide blue curve made of a single, serpentine stroke resolves as a river, a frenzied constellation of marks embodies a blossoming tree, a bleary pink dollop
manifests a flower, a glowing passage of heavy, mottled color reads as a tunic, a mesa, the embers of a campfire; the earth itself can be rendered out of anything. More often, the backgrounds and roughly indicated
landscapes are built of self-consciously gestural abstract brushwork, and then at times, straightforwardly abstract shapes and patterns supplant even the suggestion of terra firma.The first, most apparent relational
aesthetic between Parkâ€™s and Eddingtonâ€™s works happens in the language of color. Depending on your point of view, Park either took key color points from Eddingtonâ€™s art historical adaptations and distilled
them into her optical deep dives, or Parkâ€™s color intensives sparked the hot and cold, queasy, eccentric tertiary palettes that animate Eddingtonâ€™s painted world-building. The truth is, as always, somewhere in the
middle.Eddingtonâ€™s work is also rich with symbols, figures, landscape elements, animals and botanicals &#8212; all of which elicit a reading closely interested in the action. Has this angel fallen, who are these lovers,
what does a wild white horse mean when you see it in a dream, where exactly is the line between nature and machine, why is society so damn stodgy? The increasingly frequent integration of abstraction into the tableaux
turns up the poetic volume, while calling attention to the volatile energies of his studio practice, his wrestling matches with technique, and the expanding passages of malleable perception where the viewer takes up the
emotional mantle for themselves.The proximity of Parkâ€™s work forces a quality of attention to Eddingtonâ€™s style that is not primarily about the information, the metaphor, the citation, analogy, or narrative of his
scenes but rather insists on the extended contemplation of his work as an abstractionist, and most especially as a colorist. The context of Eddingtonâ€™s works in turn forces a closer examination of the proliferation of
evanescent detail within Parkâ€™s beguiling image/objects and thus deepens the experience of them beyond their obvious beauty.Shatto Gallery3130 Wilshire Blvd #104, Los Angeles, 90010Colin Roberts, Tiny Man
Smoking, Logical Mutations, Launch LA; Image courtesy of the galleryMutating the MundaneLaunch LA, Los Angelesclosed November 21stWritten by Genie DavisLogical Mutations, is a witty, wonderful, and stingingly
potent series of works by Colin Roberts and Elizabeth Folk concluding its run at Launch Gallery. The primarily sculptural images (Folk also exhibits a video) brilliantly subvert both visual and cultural expectations.Working
with the idea of associative recognition in common objects, the artists riff on conventional comprehension, delving into deeper meanings with pointed and often political reimagining of easily identifiable forms. Many are
part of a series, and in part because of this, the works are writ larger through repetition of form.Roberts focuses on a humorous juxtaposition of materials and images that encourage the viewer to rethink the way in which
one perceives the world. Whether it is minute men working away on giant earth-mother breasts, or translucent and gorgeous glass pillows, texture and medium play a key role. He encourages the viewer to rethink
every-day objects and our personal connection to them; he also reconceptualizes our view of his mediums.Robertsâ€™ â€œGumwad Bustâ€• gives viewers a conventional sculptural form that appears to have been
shaped from brightly colored, chewed pieces of gum. But the artist subverts expectations in two ways: the material looks like gum but is actually resin and plaster imitating it; and the piece follows a conventional form but is
a blurred approximation with no detailed features.Similarly, the artistâ€™s â€œHolograph Pillowâ€• subverts by taking what is commonly viewed as an entirely opaque object, a pillow, and making it translucent, and
taking a form that is normally soft, and rendering it hard. It is also a riddle in terms of material used â€“ it is not a holograph at all, although at first look it certainly resembles one, but is shaped of plexiglass and glue,
evoking even in its hardness, a well-slept-on pillow scrunched in the corner of an invisible bed. In short, itâ€™s a hologram of the mind.Likewise, his â€œFlesh Bubblewrap Pillowâ€• is not an oddly discomfiting shade of
bubble wrap, or something macabre made of flesh, itâ€™s resin and plaster. And again, he takes an object that is usually one way and renders it the opposite of the expected: here, opaque.Then there are â€œTiny Men
on Tits,â€• a series of multiple small works made from resin, clay, and paint, that depict men accomplishing tasks positioned on the fertile and fecund â€œgroundâ€• of a large breast.Robertsâ€™ â€œBronze Banana
Peelâ€• is just that, there is no subversion in expected material. Viewed in a state of partial-consumption and positioned upside down, the peeled section of the titular banana is spread at the base like flower petals, with a
result that is both phallic and floral. The viewer is encouraged to see the banana in an entirely new light.Folkâ€™s work follows a different sort of visual roadmap, but she also toys with viewer expectations. Using sleek
materials that are unexpectedly and surreally contrasted with rough aesthetic surprises â€“ hair, candle wick, barnacles â€“ she also unearths and overturns far more than artistic expectations. Her exploration of the
privilege and whiteness inherent in the power structure of America, and the role of women in domestic life is rich with upheaval. She also references environmental change and decay using materials from the Salton Sea
as emblematic of the dec
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